WEEKLY CONSTRUCTION UPDATE – ONE WEEK LOOK AHEAD: 1/18/16 to 1/23/16

- Roof canopy steel erection
  - Increase in number of truck deliveries
- Curtainwall installation ongoing at Level 5 NE Tower and South Harbor
- Excavation for site utilities at the West and continuing counterclockwise around the building
  - Increase in trucks entering and leaving the site
- Drywall installation ongoing in the South Towers
  - Increase in number of truck deliveries

CONSTRUCTION WORK HOURS:

- Start Time: 7:30am
- Finish Time: Estimated 6:00pm
- *Work hours weather permitting*

EMERGENCY CONTACTS:

- Jim Simpson [Power Construction], cell phone: 847-417-1181
- Chris Erickson [Power Construction], cell phone: 847-264-0881
- Rob Chase [Power Construction], cell phone: 260-760-1221
- Anthony DiValerio [Power Construction], cell phone: 847-877-2780
- Tom Arey [Northwestern University], cell phone: 847-644-9631